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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The White Rock Cultural Mapping Project engaged local arts, culture and citizen groups in the
creation of an inventory of arts and cultural assets in the community. Through the process of
conducting 36 key informant interviews, a series of surveys (for the public, artists and
organizations) as well as two arts and culture cafes, this process highlighted opportunities,
challenges, and key ideas that helped support the action plan to develop the cultural economy
and establish White Rock as an arts and culture precinct. The GIS map and resulting database
White Rock Arts and Culture Hub developed as part of this project creates a dynamic,
interactive and community driven web-based arts and culture hub. It is also a tool to
continually engage the community in the development and upkeep of this virtual hub. The site
also supports the vision of White Rock’s cultural economy.
The first step in the Cultural mapping process was to conduct a series of key informant
interviews using a participatory action research framework and the integral capacity building
framework. The research methodologies that have been used throughout the process helped
create a comprehensive framework to assess change from multiple perspectives. Both
quantitative (surveys) and qualitative data have been strategically integrated into the
implementation of the research to support the objectives of the arts and cultural mapping
process. The research process involved three distinct components: Key informant interviews,
arts and culture cafes (World Café) and organizational, artist and public surveys.
To accurately assess the capacities, strengths, gaps and opportunities from an integrated
perspective we assessed both individual and community based perceptions and we also used
this as a tool to effectively engage stakeholders with arts and culture. It is crucial to inspire
change that resonates with the values and beliefs of community leaders and citizens from
various sectors (i.e. Tourism, social services, education etc.).
This report details the themes from the 36 key informant interviews. The baseline data sets can
be referenced to well established literature and research that supports innovation, community
economic development and citizen engagement processes. The research can also support
multiple outcomes including capacity building, community development, and the cultural
economy in White Rock.
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BC HEALTHY COMMUNITIES
BC Healthy Communities (BCHC) is a provincial organization that supports capacity building for
the ongoing development of healthy, sustainable and inclusive communities. In particular,
BCHC supports its clients and partners to develop the knowledge, processes and skills that can
expand their capacity to work with whole systems, address underlying and root causes of
community issues, surface the interconnections between issues, and foster collaboration
between multiple sectors. The role of BCHC in the City of White Rock Arts and Culture mapping
project has been to design, develop, and map the arts and culture assets of the community
using the integral capacity building framework and compile the results and recommend action
steps to The City of White Rock.

CAPACITY BUILDING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
BC Healthy Communities (2006) describes integral capacity building this way:
Capacity building describes processes and activities that maximize human potential. A
comprehensive, integrated approach to capacity building nurtures excellence, expansion and
positive change in all areas of human experience: social, environmental, economic, physical,
psychological, spiritual, and cultural (p. 1)
Capacity building relates to community development because the capacity building process
identifies and builds on existing assets, increases community engagement and collaboration,
and supports the on-going development of new capacities to achieve desired outcomes.
Our engagement strategy and capacity building framework (Learn, Engage, Expand Assets and
Collaborate) enables people to reflect on and surface their assets and strengths and define
strategies that can contribute to the on-going growth and development of their own potential
in combination with the community’s social, economic and environmental health.
Four essential strategies that build on a community‘s existing capacity to achieve identified
outcomes are:
•

Learning: Support people to learn about their own capacities and to gain knowledge of
the particular arena (in this case arts and culture) in their own community.

•

Community engagement and involvement: support people to move away from being
passive recipients of services to become empowered participants and leaders;
5
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•

Enhance Inter‐Sectoral partnerships: between sectors, organizations, institutions and
government; and

•

Asset‐Based Community Development: an approach that empowers both individuals
and communities by focusing on community strengths and on the assets and skills of
individuals. This approach focuses on building capacity for the development of
respectful relationships, development of a shared vision, commitment and ownership
over a desired future outcome.

INTEGRAL THEORY
Integral theory provides a structure for managing complexity with a framework for multiple
modes of inquiry and analysis. The framework is a meta-lens that incorporates multiple
perspectives and a myriad of worldviews and value sets that drive their actions. The Integral
approach includes both the interior and the exterior of the individual and the collective, which
can be drawn out in a four-quadrant diagram (Wilber, 2000, Appendix 1). This holistic approach
supports the development of both the “inner” and “outer” factors that influence the ability of
individuals to live empowered, healthy and sustainable lives. This includes exploration and
capacity development related to personal beliefs and attitudes, behaviours, cultural norms and
values, as well as organizational and community systems, structures, and policies. It is also
note-worthy that these quadrants co-arise in all experiences we have as individuals.

RESEARCH METHOD AND TOOLS
RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES
The Arts and Culture mapping project has multiple objectives resulting in personal, social,
community, cultural and economic outcomes. The project methodology integrated various
disciplines, methods and resources:
Appreciative Inquiry (AI) is based on the assumption that individuals and communities grow in
the direction in which they inquire about. That is, if we continually focus on what’s not working
or “broken” we are likely to stay stuck there. AI is a method that identifies and appreciates the
strengths and assets in ones’ self and community with the purpose of building on what is
working. “AI is a particular way of asking questions and envisioning the future that fosters
positive relationships and builds on the basic goodness in a person, a situation, or an
6
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organization. In so doing, it enhances a system's capacity for collaboration and change.”
(Wikipedia, n.d., p.3)
Participatory Action Research is systematic, context specific, and creates recommendations
from within the system (Stringer, 2007). The arts and culture café conversations and key
informant interviews used a number of experiential learning methods: a) arts based
approaches, b) peer to peer learning, c) reflective practices, and d) group dialogue and
discussion.
Qualitative research goes beyond noting observations and making generalizations. It
purposefully takes human perception into account. As a research methodology, it involves
talking to numerous people about their experiences and incorporating how they make meaning
into the findings (Glesne, 2006). Qualitative research is person centered, strives to understand
human behaviour in the context it occurs, and accepts that perceptions define reality (Palys &
Atchison, 2008). Qualitative research techniques were used in this project in both the arts and
culture cafes, and in the key informant interviews.
The Grounded Theory approach was used to code the qualitative data generated by key
informant interviews. Grounded Theory is a series of steps that systematically allow a
researcher to analyze raw data and see emergent social patterns (Glaser, 2002, Moghaddam,
2006). The process of coding research gives name to data and groups it into like categories, and
then compares the themes to new information. Grounded Theory is well suited to Action
Research because the data generates the recommendations from a specific time, place, and
people (Glaser, 2002) and keeps abstraction to a minimum.
Quantitative research is based on the idea that data and facts can be discovered. Doing
research in this way creates a baseline that comparisons can be made from – between groups
and in the future. Moreover, it assumes that there are cause and effect relationships that can
be observed over time (Palys & Atchison, 2008). The public, artist and organizational surveys
were the primary tools used to collect quantitative data in the pilot project. This data was
analyzed by referring to the primary objectives of the project and the questions identified by
the project team.
Ethics in action research can be summarized as being thoughtful about the “weighing of the
costs to participants against the benefits that might accrue from the research” (Palys &
Atchison, 2008, p. 87). Communication, outreach and engagement in the project was designed
thoughtfully and intentionally to meet community members “where they are at” in an
appropriate and meaningful way.
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DEFINITIONS
Culture is a value-laden term. Broadly defined, culture can include economic systems, political
ideologies and processes, educational institutions, social programs, the environment,
technological systems, recreational practices, artistic and heritage activities, transportation and
communication industries, religious and spiritual activities. Culture services can be seen to
include creative services (which can, in turn, include copyright payments or receipts), content
services (services that add to, or alter, a culture product), broadcasts, live performances and
other culture events (such as museum exhibits).
Cultural tourism is a broad category that includes arts, heritage and Aboriginal-related activities
in which tourists participate as part of their trip in Canada. These activities include such things
as attending a play or concert, or visiting a historic site, museum or art gallery.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESS
The research process of the project consisted of three distinct parts: a) key informant
interviews, b) two distinct arts and culture cafes, and c) public, artist and organizational
surveys.
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KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEWS
Between September and November of 2010, we began compiling a list of key informants for
this project. The project team jointly considered a wide variety of sectors and a wide spectrum
of programs and community based groups that served individuals of all ages in White Rock and
South Surrey (due to geographical proximity). The following sectors contributed to the key
informant interviews:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business,
Economic development,
Education,
Social services including those who support women, children, seniors, diverse
populations,
Sports groups,
Environmental groups,
Government (both municipal and provincial) leaders,
Artists of numerous genres,
Arts and culture organizations and groups,
Cultural committee members,
Libraries,
Museums,
City of White Rock personnel

Between November 2010 and January 2011, we initially targeted completion a total of 25, one
on one interviews. By early February 2011, we were able to conduct a total of 36 interviews;
this surpassed our initial targets. It appeared that as time progressed more people became
aware of the process, interest in the project grew and at the end of the interview timeline, we
had to turn people away and direct them to other processes to capture their ideas (surveys,
arts and culture café) in the project. We have provided some of the quantitative data related to
the key informant interviews including:
•
•
•

Gender
Age Range
Sector
9
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GENDER OF KEY INFORMANTS

APPROXIMATE AGE RANGE OF KEY INFORMANT
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KEY INFORMANT SECTORS
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Each key informant was asked the questions that appear below and this data was themed in
two ways. It was themed by:
1. Individual Question
2. Quadrant (based on integral
theory)
Upper Left – Psychological and
Experiential
Upper Right –Behavioural Actions
KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Upper Left Quadrant: Psychological and Experiential
1. What is your long-term vision for arts and culture in White Rock?
2. Tell us about the role you play with arts and culture and what is important about arts
and culture in White Rock?
3. How do your personal goals and vision make a difference to the arts and culture scene
in White Rock?
Upper Right Quadrant: Physical & Behavioural Actions and Skills
4. What are White Rock’s arts/culture, assets?(key resources, people, places, groups,
institutions and other assets you may identify)
5. What new initiatives and specific actions would contribute to a more vibrant arts and
culture scene?
6. What are the gaps, needs and challenges and what skills and abilities are needed to
address these?
Lower Left Quadrant: Community and Cultural Shared Values
7. What unspoken culture describes the arts and culture scene?
8. What shared goals and values might contribute to the arts and culture scene?
9. What are the greatest benefits and opportunities in arts and culture?
Lower Right Quadrant: Systems and Structures
10. What municipal policies and supports does from the City would further the
development of arts and culture? (see City Support for the Arts- Fact sheet)
11. What physical and infrastructure assets exist in the community?
12. What interconnected issues need to be considered as part of this process (tourism,
business improvement etc.)?
12
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THEMES BY QUESTION
Question 1: What is your long-term vision for arts and culture in White Rock?
The most prevalent underlying theme present for the vision for the future is that White Rock
has huge potential to be seen as a destination city that offers an art and culture hub that
accents its natural beauty as an Oceanside location. The Conference Board of Canada (2008)
suggests that promoting an engaged citizenry [community engagement] as participation in arts
and culture also promotes voluntarism, philanthropy and a sense of community.
The interviewees declared again and again that White Rock is home to extraordinary creative
talents witnessed in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Painters in watercolours, oils, acrylics, mixed media on canvas, wood, or other surfaces
Sculptors of wood, stone, glass, and clay
Photographers - portrait, wedding, character, exploratory
Fibre Artists- rug hooking, clothing, quilts, laces, linens
Jewellers- rings, belt buckles, bracelets, brooches, corporate pieces, finely crafted in
gold, silver & platinum
Literary Artists- writers and poets
Musicians- all types of musicians from various musical genres
Aboriginal arts and artists and rich cultural traditions
Teachers of various arts and cultural traditions from around the world
Engineers and producers of music
Others too numerous to mention

This vision and potential can – if realized – vastly contributes
to the cultural economy of the city as well. The development
of this potential requires shared leadership (from the City of
White Rock and local organizations) and resource
development to support public art, infusion of the arts into
year round activities and systematically embedding arts and
culture in the City of White Rock. This vision supports year
round economic development and could position the city as an arts and culture mecca! This is
particularly important because White Rock is not an industry based city.
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The arts and cultural sector makes a very significant contribution to the Canadian economy and
it employs hundreds of thousands of skilled workers. The Conference Board of Canada
estimates that “real exports of culture services were worth over $3.3 billion in 2007”. “Adding
in exports of culture goods brings the total value of real culture exports to about $5 billion in
2007, about 1 per cent of Canada’s total exports” (Conference Board of Canada, 2008).
The direct impact of the arts and cultural sector in Canada – as measured by its contribution to
gross domestic product (GDP) – was close to $40 billion in 2003-04, with total direct
employment reaching an estimated 600,000 jobs (roughly the same as agriculture, forestry,
fishing, mining, oil & gas and utilities combined). For every $1.00 invested in arts and culture
there is a return of $1.68. (Statistics Canada, 2008)
Arts and culture are magnets for tourists, and tourism research repeatedly shows that cultural
travelers stay longer and spend more. Whether
serving the local community or out-of-town
The arts
visitors, a vibrant arts and culture industry helps
deepen our understanding of the
local businesses thrive. (Arts and Economic
human spirit, extend our capacity
Prosperity) “Self-employment is indeed a
to comprehend the lives of
striking feature of the culture sector workforce.
others, allow us to imagine a
One in four workers in the culture sector was
more just
self-employed in 2002, notably higher than the
and humane world.
15% the self-employed made up of the entire
workforce. Even more striking is that, 58% of all
those employed in ‘culture occupations’ in the
culture sector in 2002 were self-employed. … [The] rapid growth of particular culture industries
could also be a factor. The film and video business, for example, is dependent on selfemployed or freelance workers because much of their work is done on a project-by-project
basis.”
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The Arts Sector is a significant contributor to the Canadian and potentially the White Rock
economy.
Total Tourism Receipts and Cultural Tourism Receipts for Canada and by Province, 2007
(Government of Canada, 2009) Millions of Dollars
Regions/provinces may not add to the total for Canada because of idiosyncrasies in how
spending is assigned to geographic areas.
Jurisdiction

All Tourism
Receipts

Canadian

USA

Overseas

Total

British
Columbia

$9,654.40

$755.20

$280.40

$353.00

$1,388.60

It is a cornerstone of the cultural infrastructure and the service industry in White Rock:
• The Arts Sector cultivates a local talent pool and body of work that supports cultural
industries and other initiatives in the province.
• The employment impact of the Arts Sector is widely felt throughout the BC economy, from
tourism, accommodations, and transportation to agriculture and education.
Even though quantitative, dollar-value analysis cannot capture the full impact of arts activities,
it is important to understand that Arts and Culture is potentially a key contributor to the
economy of White Rock.
The arts and culture sector comprises both for-profit and not-for-profit cultural activities,
including the following areas: cultural industries, including writing and publishing, the film
industry, broadcasting, and recording and music publishing; the arts, including performing arts,
visual arts, and crafts; portions of industries with artistic components, such as architecture,
photography, design, and advertising; and supporting infrastructure, including fine arts
education, heritage, and libraries.
Many interviewees believe there is an opportunity to more effectively integrate arts and
culture into every activity and event that happens in the City through increased involvement of
the collective of artists. (Sports, festivals, celebrations, special events etc.) The idea of multigenerational involvement and more hands on exposure to the arts (making it achievable and
accessible to all) was raised and development of a central arts cultural hub (a multi-purpose
facility that in part is dedicated to arts and culture development was noted). It is also important
to recognize and compensate artists as other professionals who have worked countless hours
to develop their trade.
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All agreed there was a need for White Rock to take a stand and somehow define itself as an arts
and culture community. There are no formulaic answers to creating a community feel or look.
White Rock could as easily become the International Centre for Fibre Arts as it could become
the Seaside Mural capital, as it could become “Music
City”.

In addition to a single arts center or a cluster of large
arts and cultural institutions, contemporary creative
place making envisions a more decentralized portfolio of
spaces acting as creative crucibles. In each, arts and
culture exist with private sector and retail businesses
and mixed-income housing, often occupying buildings
and lots that had been vacant and under-used. In large
cities, many such hubs reflect the ethnic or historical
character of place and invite residents and visitors alike
across porous boundaries to visit, patronize, and enjoy.
In smaller cities, traditional cultural practices and
landscapes are transformed into distinctive cultural
centers and festivals that revive downtowns and attract
regional visitors.

In creative place making,
partners from public, private,
non-profit, and community
sectors strategically shape the
physical and social character of
a neighbourhood, town, city, or
region around arts and cultural
activities. Creative place making
animates public and private
spaces, rejuvenates structures
and streetscapes, improves
local business viability and
public safety, and brings diverse
people together to celebrate,
inspire, and be inspired.
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Question 2: Tell us about the role you play with arts and culture and what is important about
arts and culture in White Rock?
The formal roles of the interviewees in the community varied widely and are best represented
in the demographic graph that indicates the number of sectors involved in arts and culture.
What is more interesting though is how these people use their roles in the community to
promote arts and culture.
A sampling of how the arts are used in the community is shared
below.
“I consider myself a
Many participants indicated they used arts and culture as a:
catalyst. You give
• Platform to showcase artists,
people the possibility of
• Model to create stronger community linkages,
potential and then
• Tool to use history and culture to see the world through
they come up with ideas
new eyes
and are not limited
• Connection creator between community groups
when you give them a
• Way of creating new innovative possibilities
chance.”
• Method to enhance the economy
• Manner to involve newcomers and people who are
marginalized
• Tool to invoke passion in the community about social issues
• Approach to engaging children, youth and people of all ages
• Mode to add soul to the community
• Health enhancement (mental health, psychological and spiritual health, growth and
development) in the community
• Technique to enhance tourism
• Tactic to help others achieve their potential and
achieve a sense of self
• Way of accessing spirituality by combining it with
the arts
• Way to have their own fame open doors for others
• To profile professional musicians
• To invite others to White Rock
• Avenue to help others surpass their own
expectations
17
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• A way of embracing what came before and after by leaving a legacy behind
Question 3: How do your personal goals and vision make a difference to the arts and culture
scene in White Rock?
This question also evoked numerous possibilities for people of how to realize the potential
within arts and culture that exists in White Rock. Many reported it was time to get on with
unveiling the potential and get things done or “move to action” in the community. There was a
collective desire to become a thriving community that integrates the arts into everything it
does! Interviewees evoked this possibility by adopting a “how can we” attitude versus a “we
can’t do that” attitude. This attitude could be embraced by The City of White Rock as well.
The suggestions about achieving action also requires people to move past self-imposed limits
and limits set on others in the community. This means adopting a transparent and accountable
way of communicating, both within the arts and culture community and in relationship to
others in the community. It also requires an ability to deal with controversy; as art is often
controversial and stimulates discussion and dissention. Sometimes the greatest enemy to
progress lies within us and in how we communicate with others.
Enacting a progressive vision requires creating a
quadruple bottom line (financial, economic,
environmental and social) output that also builds a
climate of thinking differently. This also necessitates
that the arts come to the people rather than expecting
the people come to the arts. This engagement allows
for initiative, creativity, and active involvement in a
process and also supports feeling and being part of the
community. It also creates a mindset of reaching out to
others and collaborating on joint possibilities. This
requires courage, setting new boundaries, resolving
old conflicts and grudges and working collectively
towards creating positive change.
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UPPER LEFT QUADRANT: INDIVIDUAL VALUES, BELIEFS AND ASSUMPTIONS
The participants in this process were very articulate about their vision and desire for the future
in White Rock. They mentioned the word potential regarding arts and culture numerous times
and suggested that the collection of artists from every kind of genre was second to none. That
combined with the natural beauty of the city and a united desire to achieve that potential,
created a convincing argument to have White Rock and its citizens define itself as a huge
supporter of arts and culture and create a unified vision that creates that reality.
Arts and culture are brought to fruition in the community in so many ways and through the
passion and expertise of individual community members. Solid leadership and mentorship from
the City of White Rock, Semiahmoo Arts, Tourism, the BIA and other local organizations would
further propel White Rock to define itself as an arts and culture community. Having these
courageous conversations is critical in order to undo the grievances and wounds of the past and
create a new, transparent and authentic way of building trust and relationships if the City is to
move forward.
There must also be a desire to address the current
polarity that exists in the community and balance
consultation and action. We need both but we cannot
dwell too long on either consultation or action or neither
will be effective. We must adopt a shared vision and
boldly move ahead to create a quadruple bottom line
that will invigorate the city in all four quadrants and lead
to more optimal health.
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Question 4: What are White Rock’s Arts and Culture assets? (Key resources, people, places,
groups, institutions and other assets you may identify)
There are numerous assets in White Rock to report they include:
People
Natural Assets
Institutions/Groups
Artists
Business/BIA and tourism
involvement
Skilled behind the scenes
producers and engineers
Dedicated music and art
teachers
Creativity of community
members
The cultural richness of
Semiahmoo First Nations

The beach
The promenade

Semiahmoo First Nations
Cultural Committee

Train station

Semiahmoo Arts

Hillside view of the ocean

Galleries (Mikelson Mind and
Matter and others)
Studio Tour

Diverse Musicians (all genres)

Five Corners

Diverse Writers and Poet

The sandcastle competitions
(historically)

Several recording studio

Photographers

The history of the community

The library

Arts and Culture Advocates
Dancers from numerous cultural
traditions

Downtown
Semiahmoo First Nations

White Rock Museum
Peninsula Arts Foundation

Proximity to US border
Proximity to Vancouver and
Fraser Valley
Friendly

The Art Tour
Weavers and Spinners

The pier
Windsor Square

Laid back attitude

Businesses that display and
support local artists and
musicians
Coast Capital Playhouse

White Rock Leisure
Services/Kent Street Seniors
Centre
Places of Worship
Peace Arch News/White Rock
Sun
Numerous Groups (White Rock
Players, Concert Series, cultural
dance etc.)

There are a huge number of assets in the community and yet there is also the need for
integrated approaches between the individual efforts of groups and linkages between shared
20
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facilities. For instance, many people mentioned that in spite of their desire to use local facilities
the amount of “red tape” involved in using the facilities discouraged their use.
There is also a strong need to promote and draw people to the community from Highway 99
and the Fraser Valley through the use of inviting signage about arts and culture. Interviewees
reported that in spite of the best efforts of all of the local groups working on arts and culture
there seems to be a divide between the hoped for “feel” of the community and the “reality”.
Participants reported that there is no particular “go to place” in the community and that the
spaces in the community could be used much more effectively and linked to multiple
community events. For example, road ends could be used for chess boards, gardens that
feature arts, environmentally friendly art, block parties and
other uses.
There are also many assets that can be capitalized on in the
community including development of a seasonal approach
to arts and culture (especially the winter and shoulder
seasons), more resources for public art and integration of
the arts into community spaces in a planned and
integrated manner. This also aligns with the economic
development draft for the City that suggests “There is a
need to achieve a greater balance between wellestablished summertime activities and events and
offseason/shoulder‐season activities to help support local businesses year‐round.” (Vance and
Associates, 2009)
Question 5: What new initiatives and specific actions would contribute to a more vibrant arts
and culture scene?
One of the most prominent themes that arose from the participants was to change the
perception of the arts as elitist to the perception that arts and culture is part of the
communities’ way of being and is incorporated into citizen’s and visitors lifestyles. This requires
effective use of community spaces and vacant places and
effective use of the public realm. The public realm not only
“That’s the challenge
includes physical spaces but also the entire ground, where
here! We have to
everything that is relevant to the citizens in a society takes
capture people’s
place. Art in everyday life brings a sense of meaning and
imaginations and
place to local citizens, gives visitors a lasting impression,
translate that into
and reflects a cities and region's investment in the future.
reality!”
Exploring how public and private art can be more
21
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effectively integrated into residential and commercial developments and public open spaces
would be worthwhile. What gets developed has a lot to say
about who we are.
Another potential benefit is creating a transparent process to
get local artists and musicians engaged in the development of
private, public art and City led projects. The development of a
public art policy has helped progress this vision into reality.
Creating a seasonal and sustained approach to the arts that
includes year round activities and supports new artists/musicians/festivals to get off the ground
is essential to developing the public realm in relationship to arts and culture. The concepts and
designs of Cities Fit for Children and Age Friendly Cities create a multigenerational approach to
incorporating arts and culture activities into the community.
For example, transforming the beach into the site of a winter fantasy or
winter wonderland festival, where exhibitors create, display and sell original
creations. Art media could include: jewellery, clothing, fused and blown
glass, ceramics, woodwork, forged metals, painting, sculpture and more.
Creating a draw for arts aficionados and savvy shoppers is one way of
changing the perception of the arts. Participation and development of
complimentary to low-cost art projects for children and adults, incorporates
arts and culture into business use, community performances and the natural beauty of the
community. This becomes a free or reasonably priced way to get schools and children and
youth more engaged and connected to arts and culture and typically their parents as well.
Integrated and coordinated service delivery models that engage developers as partners with
community can be effective ways to incorporate arts into the public realm and can help by
creating consistent inter-connected efforts about messaging and marketing of the community.
Public messages about environmentally friendly messages are apparent and support people to
get out of their vehicles and use public transportation or shuttles. This can also help traffic
congestion and reduce the greenhouse gas emissions in the City of White Rock.
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Development of a centralized directory of all supports and services for the community that is
user friendly and interactive would be helpful to get the current
work and initiatives of numerous groups connected. There are
currently groups that publish resources from numerous areas of
expertise sadly they are often not inter-connected. Leadership
from The City of White Rock is needed to develop weekly or
monthly electronic and community messaging systems at
existing satellite kiosks (in community busking locations)

•

•

The ATM on Marine Drive at Martin Street;

•

White Rock Museum and Archives;

•

West Plaza (White Rock beach);

•

The Whale Wall, corner of Russell Avenue and Johnston Road;

•

At East Beach, Marine Drive at Finlay Street;

•

At 5 Corners, Johnston Rd and Pacific Avenue;

The green park space next to the White Rock on the beach, east of the pier.

This would help get citizens and visitors engaged and involved in arts and culture their
community.
Community engagement is necessary along with a shared investment in marketing and
coordination of community events. There is a need to create
more awareness and greater transparency of the local arts
and culture work that happens in the community. There is a
lot of great work happening, but the word is not getting out
to the community and therefore people are unaware of the
progress that has been, and is being made by various groups.
The burden for one agency would be heavy to bear however
interconnecting the resources of community groups and the
City of White Rock as a whole would make this consistent marketing and coordination possible.
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Questions 6: What are the gaps, needs and challenges and what skills and abilities are needed
to address these?
Collaboration, more effective communication and the need for change and innovation was
echoed numerous times by the participants. We have already discussed the need for more
effective collaboration in this document, so let’s expand instead on what could create more
effective communication and the foundation for effective change. For this section, I have
turned to the literature on innovation to help point the way.
A key element of the innovation process identified in the teamoriented research is internal and external communication. The
literature highlights that communication within and between
organizations is particularly conducive to innovation (De Civita &
Dasgupta, 2007; Hulsheger, Anderson & Salgado, 2009). Internal
communication supports the sharing of knowledge and ideas to foster innovation (De Civita &
Dasgupta, 2007; Helfrich et al, 2007; Hulsheger, Anderson & Salgado, 2009). Further,
communication outside of core work teams creates networks in which individuals are more
likely to be exposed to new information and perspectives and are therefore more likely to
generate new ideas (Hulsheger, Anderson & Salgado, 2009).
Communication serves as a foundation for internal and external collaboration, which has also
been identified as pivotal to the innovation process. Successful innovation is reliant on
reciprocal relationships with other stakeholders who provide support and resources (Van de
Ven et al, 1999). Successful project innovations typically involve consulting and engaging (for
action) with the community early on in the process to define the need for innovation, to
identify who/what the innovation will target, and to explore when and how the innovation
would be delivered (Nelson et al, 2009).
A collaborative and supportive team has also been consistently identified as vital to innovation
(Cunningham, 2005). Team environments that support innovation are those that have: clearly
identified and valued group goals; participative decision-making; and a focus on critical
reflection and monitoring quality (Anderson & West, 1998). A systematic review of the factors
that promote innovation in a team environment suggested the following are the most vital:
communication among team members and between the team and other social and
organizational networks; clarity of and commitment to organizational vision; reflexive and
quality-oriented teamwork; and team cohesion (Hulsheger, Anderson & Salgado, 2009).
The importance of innovation in the context of community cannot be overstated. Blue-Howells
and colleagues (2008) also found that organizations which were particularly successful at
implementing an innovation were those that brought together a coalition of decision-makers to
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guide innovation and those who developed multi-disciplinary communities of practice in each
site to lead the innovation.
Collaboration with community stakeholders also must not
end as the innovation is implemented, as engaging
stakeholders along the way helps ensure expectations are
being met and key lessons learned are being disseminated
(Cunningham, 2005).
Though often thought of as a material product, innovation
is generally not a concrete and fixed outcome, but rather a
dynamic and complex process of learning and exploring a
response to a problem (Lundvall, 1992). The process of innovation within organizations is
neither linear nor absolute.

THE UPPER RIGHT QUADRANT –SKILLS, ABILITIES AND BEHAVIOURS
There is a general feeling of appreciation for the efforts of the Semiahmoo Arts Council and the
Cultural Committee across the community. It was suggested though that both groups could
more clearly articulate and communicate their plans and vision for the future. Local artisans
value the work of dedicated arts advocates in the area but also recognize that many of the
people who have been champions of the arts and culture community for years, have become
burnt out and that there is a need for the larger community to become engaged in and
supportive of initiatives that will benefit the city. There is a need, in a way, to make arts
activism more accessible and to allow people to become engaged without necessarily becoming
the main champions of a cause. One interviewee noted that the city needs to “allow and
encourage creative thinking . . . [community members] have contributions to make, [but] many
people believe they have nothing to offer. They do have something to offer: whatever they can
offer is essential. . . Make people feel part of it regardless of how small the contribution is.”
Several people mentioned that the relationship between the city and the arts and culture
community has improved over the years and that they now feel that they are being listened to,
however there is opportunity for more follow-through and it is felt that there are instances
where energy is being expended inefficiently and initiatives are being repeated because of a
lack of communication. Semiahmoo Arts can play an important and increasingly active
leadership role in linking the arts community with the City. Significant efforts have led to
fruitful development however there is a need to act as a community catalyst by bringing diverse
arts groups together to a collaborative table to achieve greater impact. This will also grow the
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capacity of local artists, arts organizations and other community partners including non- profits.
Capacity for future direction setting and action must also be present to garner trust and see on
the ground results.
When interviewees were asked about new initiatives, a common response was the need to
create a more vibrant arts and culture scene, through increased engagement of youth and
families and inter-generational activities. Some interviewees expressed that families are not
embraced or valued by their community and that this creates a great disconnect within the city.
While it was acknowledged that the senior community is prominent and very much needs to be
a focus of programming and services, there is an opportunity to have more youth and familyfriendly initiatives in arts and culture and to embrace the concept of “age friendly” cities.
Community members believe youth engagement in arts and culture initiatives not only support
young people in the city, but also giving the senior members of the community an opportunity
to connect and engage with the younger generation.
The promotion of youth art and talent (perhaps through the
public art policy) could help young people to feel a connection,
sense of place, and pride for their community. There are
opportunities for family-oriented programming, youth-driven
public art, and the promotion of school based art projects by
local galleries and businesses. The community would benefit
from enacting the shared facilities agreement between School
District 36 and the City of White Rock. A new joint usage report
is in progress and is still being negotiated by the City and
School District 36. Recommended in this report is free usage of the schools by the City of White
Rock. Surrey School District 36 in turn would get free use of White Rock Parks for school gym
programs and also receive reduced rates on Arena rentals (i.e. for skating programs etc.). This
will help with access to venues. It would be great to see this expand to include arts and cultural
programming. The Peninsula Arts Foundation is seen as an invaluable asset to the community in
encouraging, promoting and supporting young talent. It is essential that this continues.
It was highlighted that the city of White Rock has a rich variety of independent groups and
organizations that are dedicated to serving their individual niches. Many people see the
prospect of more “cross-pollination” and collaboration between groups. There is the potential
to not only gain manpower, but to “engage people through their differences,” and gain new
insight and passion for initiatives by encouraging collaboration. One such initiative that was
brought up several times was the creation of a better promotional system for the arts and
culture community. Arts and culture organizations rely heavily on the newspapers for
promotion, many noting the support of the Peace Arch News as an important asset to the
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community, but would like to see a unified portal through which all arts and culture events and
programs can be advertised.

Question 7: What unspoken culture describes the arts and culture scene?
The unspoken culture of White Rock intends to get to the incongruences that exist between
what people say versus how they act or behave in reality. There are a few examples of the
tensions in the community and they may or may not relate to the themes discussed earlier in
this document.
The first theme discussed is the espoused intention to communicate and act in a unified
manner across community groups and then the divisive nature (below the surface) that exists
between some community groups. Some people believe this is linked to a fear of failure while
others believe it is linked to elitism and more conservative attitudes that may lead to an underappreciation of current trends (modern dance, music etc.) in arts and culture. Sadly, Coast
Capital Theatre appears to be underused and many reported that there is a perception that The
White Rock Players could be more cooperative and collaborative. Enhanced collaboration
would benefit local groups and the use of the theatre.
We need positive places and spaces for youth in the community and to involve youth before
they become “at risk” youth. Some suggested there is a
need for more outdoor oriented activities that embrace
nature and the arts. There is general agreement that
engaging families and children is espoused but not
enacted.

“We’ve lost the soul of art
The second
in the community- now art
community
polarity is
is slapped on a wall or
about the
observed from a distance;
dynamic that exists between process and action.
the creation of art is for an
Many interviewees articulated that there have been a
elite group – a gifted few –
lot of processes in the community that do not result in
we tend to separate rather
any action and there is a general sense of community
than integrate art.”
fatigue regarding consultation processes. Some
challenges are polarities to manage, rather than problems to solve. Managing a polarity
involves moving from focusing on one pole as the problem and the other as the solution
(either/or thinking), to valuing both poles (both/and thinking). Good polarity management gets
the best of both poles while avoiding the limits of either. For example, we need to consult and
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we need to take action. Too much action without consultation or consultation without action is
not managing the polarity effectively.
The third theme that arose is that arts and culture were described as “elitist” with too great a
focus on artisans. It appears thinking of the arts globally enhances the diversity of
opportunities. There is a sense of aloofness, fear and self-entitlement that seems to result in
no change or as one participant put it “inertia”. This also gets reflected in the lack of inclusion
experienced by diverse ethnic groups (especially Spanish speaking and Korean newcomers).
Question 8: What shared goals and values might contribute to the arts and culture scene?
There were several ways that people thought shared goals and values could contribute to the
vibrancy of the community. These included making White Rock a financially viable arts
destination that is accessible and user friendly! This means creating a means for people to
explore the vast array of arts and culture media and have fun
while doing so.
Once again, interviewees mentioned there is too great a
focus on seniors in the community to the exclusion of other
groups (children, families, gays and lesbians, other ethnicities
for example). People believe the dominant value should be to
celebrate and embrace the arts of every kind and for all
people. This includes the subsequent benefits that go along
with it! Everyone should have access to the benefits of arts
and culture. There is a belief that the arts can be
transformative, healing and engage people to share through
their differences.
The community would benefit from enacting the shared facilities agreement between School
District 36 and the City of White Rock. The idea was also proposed that there could be more
shared hubs or commercial spaces if various arts and culture groups could get together as a
cooperative. It was suggested that the coordination of arts and culture may best fall to the City
of White Rock through the role of an arts and culture coordinator. This position could aid grant
writing, help facilitate collaborations and facility use and promote arts and culture in White
Rock.

Question 9: What are the greatest benefits and opportunities in arts and culture?
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There is general agreement that having some sort of centralized arts centre would catapult the
arts in White Rock to a new level. This would also attract a different calibre of events, a
different variety of artists and more community usage and revenue. People also believe that
using existing facilities more fully and making those facilities affordable would also increase
accessibility and offer a greater diversity of affordable programming. A united arts and cultural
committee could work to combat the sense of isolation experienced by some people in the
community and work actively at tapping into
wonderful creative outlets of expression.
The other subject that was discussed was the
importance of creating a vibrant economic
climate through catapulting the arts on a year
round basis. People believe the plethora of
groups and organizations could be organized
and events and festivals could be showcased
on a year round basis in the community and
draw visitors from the Lower Mainland, Fraser
Valley, United States, and internationally as
well.

“We can create the surprises that
come from interacting with a piece
of art or listening to a piece of
music or watching a dance
performer in a way you never
thought possible, this experience
improves the feeling about living in
general and makes you value life
more.”

Semiahmoo First Nation was also mentioned as a huge resource
to the community that has amazing talents but yet there has
historically been little opportunity to see or interact with that
talent. People believe that tapping into the natural resources of
Aboriginal artists, the historical influences of the Semiahmoo
people and combining that with arts and culture is a winning
combination.

LOWER LEFT QUADRANT: CULTURE AND SHARED VALUES
When asked about the unspoken culture of the Arts and Culture community in White Rock, our
key informants identified a wide variety of attitudes, assumptions, and values that are both
driving and restricting the growth of the arts and culture scene. It was noted that the
community can be at times a bit elitist and that it is difficult for new artists to find their place
within the community. One interviewee highlighted that in their opinion, “we have lost the
core or the soul of art in the community . . . art is slapped up on a wall and looked at or
observed on a stage from a distance . . . the creation of art is just for an elite group of a gifted
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few.” There is significant motivation to integrate “elite” art within the community and to move
towards a more inclusive and welcoming community. While it was noted that professional art
is more likely to bring tourists to the city, there was sentiment that returning to more of a focus
on community and hobby art programming that was accessible to anyone, regardless of
experience or talent, would improve the health of the
community.
As previously noted, the senior population is quite predominant
in White Rock, and this cannot help but influence the
community. It was felt by several of our key informants that
there is a conservative attitude that is resistant to change within
the arts and culture community and through this, it was felt that
classical arts are valued more than contemporary, new-age
styles. One individual suggested that intergenerational projects
could help to bridge this gap and that the arts have the potential
to “engage people through their differences . . . combining youth and older adults and then
finding a way to encourage them to express that to the community.” Several suggestions arose
looking to develop community-supported free or low-cost drop in art programs for young
people. If such programs were supported by the senior population, this could really help to
create a more unified community.
It was evident that many of the arts and culture community’s greatest champions have run out
of steam. When asked to describe the culture of the community, several people used words
such as “tired” and “worn out.” The community has found it challenging to rally the continued
support necessary to see larger projects through, and while many people are quick to support
initiatives superficially, the “legwork” required to put ideas in motion has historically been left
up to a few core people. Several of these core people are tired and discouraged following the
fall-through of initiatives such as the Arts Centre and have decided to step back from their
leadership role and focus their energy on personal projects.

The benefits of arts and culture to the community
varied greatly, but two themes stood out: arts and
culture can bring a community together, fostering a
sense of belonging and ownership, and it can also
attract people, who will in turn bring money to the
city. There is a lot of passion behind the possibility of
having a designated, community-accessible arts
centre; it is felt that having a central, affordable space
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that the arts and culture community as a whole can feel a sense of ownership over, that this
will increase the feeling of unity between the separate groups. People highlighted arts and
culture as a means to lessen the isolation felt by many in the community, especially the senior
community. An affordable and accessible community space will allow more accessible
programming.
Community members are also struggling to convince local businesses of the value of investing
in arts and culture. They look to the City for support in changing the attitudes of businesses
from considering support of the arts to be charity, to recognizing it more as an investment: if
the arts flourish in White Rock, people will come to see them; these people will then spend
money at local businesses. It was mentioned that many of the local restaurants and coffee
shops really “get it” and have utilized local talent to increase the attraction of their businesses,
developing mutually supportive relationships within the arts and culture community.

Question 10: What municipal policies and supports from the City would further the
development of arts and culture? (See City Support for the Arts- Fact sheet-Appendix A)
Many interviewees applauded the City of White Rock for supporting the busking program and
the development of the public art policy, however they were disappointed when the public art
policy was not backed with financial resources and also that local artists are often excluded
from the process of getting involved in local art projects. They are also dismayed and
discouraged by the “red tape” involved in getting facility access, high costs, difficulties getting
road closures or getting events off the ground –See comments on facility rental policy in
Appendix B. The grant in aid program could benefit from more publicity as numerous people
were unaware of the program in the community. The annual approval process does not seem
to work for arts and culture events and there is a desperate need to revisit that policy. There is
also a desire to have public policy development matched with resources and also with an
accountable and transparent process that opens the development of public art to local artists.
One of the possibilities is to pursue public/private partnerships to add resources to the
communities’ budget for public art.
There was a general sense from interviewees that there could be more emphasis on youth and
families in arts and more support for youth led and mentored events in the City. Often the
talent is free and the community appreciates it and this also gives young people a pro-social
method of getting involved in their community (a potential way to reduce crime in the City is a
nice benefit).
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There is also a desire to have poster kiosks available throughout the City so that posters about
events can be placed around the community. Groups feel they are unnecessarily hamstrung by
an inability to get the word out about their events to the citizens without incurring the often
astronomical costs of advertising. The two local papers both have an arts section and the White
Rock Sun and The White Rock Pier could also be used to facilitate communication. Facilities
that display art both indoors and outdoors were also mentioned. While some resolutions have
been made to address parking on the beach in the summer months this remains a concern to
many. It was generally felt that the beach and pier were underutilized assets that could be
developed further!
Question 11: What physical and infrastructure assets exist in the community?
Numerous physical assets in the community were uncovered during the interview process.
Interviewees cited numerous examples of community spaces and the accompanying barriers
that those spaces bring with them.
For example, many people cited the Coast Capital Playhouse as one of the great resources that
White Rock has to offer however they also indicated it was costly and difficult to rent the
facility. Currently this is the home of The White Rock Players and perhaps there is an
opportunity to explore its use as a community hub for arts and culture.
The local places of worship are used for numerous musical concerts and while that is a fantastic
way to use these places of worship many people cited the lack of space, capacity and poor
acoustics as challenges to the use of those facilities. Blue Frog Studios in uptown White Rock is
a small jewel that provides an intimate setting that could be used
more often for musical gatherings and it has none of the
“We need to
acoustical barriers but it does
have space limitations.
figure out the

identity we aspire

In terms of future development,
to, make sure it is
many interviewees suggested
attainable and
that the space near Centennial Park and the Centre for Active
then promote it.”
Living has large potential to have an arts centre attached to it.
This could be funded through mixed use including offering arts
and culture education through an existing post-secondary institution along with private
development.

Many interviewees appreciated and valued the White Rock Community Centre and noticed it
was being used more and more for the arts – the limitations mentioned is that it was still
designed to be a recreation centre and therefore is not always conducive to arts and culture
events, the liability insurance clause for facility rentals (at cost to individuals and groups) was
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problematic due to the high expense (See Appendix B for policies) and security was also
mentioned as person traffic cannot be controlled once people enter the building.
Question 12: What interconnected issues need to be considered as part of this process
(tourism, business improvement etc.)?
The focus the interviewees expressed on this question was to create greater synergies between
local agencies and local and provincial government, this suggests strengthening alliances and
networks, and developing mechanisms that invest in building, sustaining and scaling up
community driven practices. In practical terms this means bring people together, building trust
and working towards a common vision that realizes the future of the
community.

“We need
possibility
thinking.”

One interviewee remarked “If the community really wants
something to happen
then we need to support
those who have been at the helm and are getting
tired.” We need to work more closely with the
Semiahmoo First Nation and draw upon their arts
and cultural expertise. There are a lot of
opportunities that could be explored including the
development of a longhouse or some sort of arts
and cultural facility that features how the
Semiahmoo people have contributed to the history,
arts and culture of the area.
For some people, the way the Sea Festival and the Sandcastle competitions were handled in the
past are indicative of what is possible in White Rock. These events brought businesses, tourism,
arts and culture together with the people. This desire to create the community synergies is
present and yet the interconnections between groups and generations are also a barrier. The
synergies need to address unity, information flow and communication and integrate youth,
newcomers, schools and a full range of arts and culture programs.

LOWER RIGHT QUADRANT: SYSTEMS AND STRUCTURES
The key informants interviewed for this process took special note of the potential for White
Rock to be a thriving arts and culture hub. Community members are proud of the beauty of
their city and acknowledged the draw that such a setting has for artistic people. Several
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interviewees noted the natural pairing of arts and culture branding with a seaside city, and
highlighted examples such as Port Moody and Parksville, where cities have used their
Oceanside setting as a system to promote arts and culture.
While lack of traffic flow and congestion between the beach and the downtown core was noted
as an obstacle, there is optimism that more can
be done to better utilize both uptown and
beachside spaces to engage the public in arts
and culture. The Festival by the Sea and the
previous Waterfront Concert Series were seen
as an asset to the community, and members of
the arts and culture community see festivals as
an excellent way to not only promote the city,
but also the local talent. Community members
see an opportunity to create an ongoing arts and
culture attraction that could serve as a platform for local artists, and also help to reduce the
dramatic seasonal flux that the city sees in its tourism.
The city of Chemainus was cited as an example, where they have embraced local talent and
now have a thriving theatre and an incredible mural tour that bring visitors year-round. White
Rock has the added benefit of its beautiful beachfront, which has the potential to serve as a
platform for local artists while drawing tourists in, who will in turn support local businesses.
The Coast Capital Playhouse was identified numerous times as a great asset to the community.
It is a facility that the community is very proud to have and there is a sense of accomplishment
over the realization of the renovation. One common thread of feedback was that while the
Playhouse is a great asset to the community, there is opportunity to make it more financially
and easily accessible to the public, as groups outside of the White Rock Players’ Club currently
find it challenging to utilize the space.
Creating some sort of mixed-use facility could catapult the City to a new level on the arts and
culture scene when venue size limitations, acoustics and security are not a barrier to usage. A
shared private/public partnership could be developed in order to accomplish this!
An underused talent and resource in the community is the Semiahmoo First Nations. The rich
cultural history, artistry and an important piece of our Canadian heritage is largely
underdeveloped and untapped. In this vein there could also be a much greater focus on tapping
into the large and growing Latin (Central American) and Korean cultures that are settling as
newcomers into White Rock. This would enhance inclusiveness and celebrate the mosaic that is
our culture in Canada.
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There is a desire to have the public art policy resources match the public policy. There is also a
need for a private art policy. The citizens of White Rock and applaud the City for proceeding
with the busking program and supporting the Farmer’s Market. There are also potential
opportunities for the City of White Rock through both federal and provincial grants related to
arts and culture or those that could potentially encompass arts and culture.
The many barriers related to both public and private use of facilities in the community has
effectively limited many groups from achieving their potential. We have dedicated a section in
the appendices to discuss more arts and culture friendly facility use policies for the City of
White Rock and also for the use of other community groups. We believe addressing this
systemic barrier will also help groups achieve their potential.
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ACTION PLAN

CITY OF WHITE ROCK
1. To leverage partnerships (both private and public) that will assist in developing arts and
culture hubs or a central arts and culture hub in the City. Cultural hubs could effectively
integrate arts and culture into the City.
2. To encourage and support local artists and the development of public art through
community arts based beautification efforts. This can be achieved by complementing
and/or developing the character of White Rock’s diverse neighbourhoods (5 Corners,
East Beach etc.) to create distinctive public spaces which enhance the sense of
community, place and civic pride. This increases public awareness, understanding, and
enjoyment of the arts in everyday life, and provide equitable and accessible
opportunities for White Rock’s diverse community to experience public art.
3. Select art through an arms-length process incorporating professional advice and
community input that ensures the quality of art and ensure its relevance to the
community and site; ensure that a public and transparent process is maintained to
develop and accept public art. (Some of this has been achieved through the recently
completed Public Art Policy).
4. Enter into partnerships with private and public organizations to further public art in the
City.
5. Ensure that public art, and the environs of that art, are maintained in a manner that will
allow for continued public access to, maintenance and enjoyment of, these artworks in
appropriate settings.
6. Encourage more seasonal planning and events for the shoulder seasons and off season
to generate year round traffic and economic activity to the community.
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7. Place signage on Highway 99 and other strategic locations to direct visitors to the arts
and cultural assets of White Rock. These signs are
already approved provincially by The Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure and could be
easily used. Specifications are available on the
website at
http://www.th.gov.bc.ca/publications/eng_publicati
ons/signs/2010_Catalogue/Specifications/Sign_Fabrication_Specs.pdf

8. Incorporate seasonal event planning that incorporates art and culture into the Special
Events Coordinator position for the City of White Rock.
9. Establish a key position in the City of White Rock that would:
-

Explore and request grant opportunities related to arts, culture and heritage;

-

Establish a leadership function and support collaboration with other key
community groups;

-

Liaise effectively with arts groups and artists;

-

Encourage and facilitate usage agreements with other facilities including Coast
Capital Theatre;

-

Explore a shared agreement for a facility in South Surrey with the City of Surrey;

-

Consider having a variety of arts/culture groups enhance the leisure calendar
through contracting out to provide arts/cultural programing by local artists and
cultural groups.
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10. Address the perceived or real barriers regarding access to White Rock facilities and more
effectively publicize the application processes for the grant in aid program (as it pertains
to arts and culture).
11. Investigate development of a shared arts and culture space with public and private
partners that invests in shared usage and encourages a profit sharing agreement.
12. Integrate arts and culture in City planning and through the OCP and have it become

integrated into the fabric of the community.
13. Support the development of the arts/culture collaborative table through funds or City

staff support.
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WHITE ROCK CULTURAL COMMITTEE

1. Create a more effective liaison and jointly develop and implement an arts and
culture development plan with Semiahmoo First Nation.
2. Actively promote and publicize the accomplishments of the cultural committee so
citizens are aware of the work being completed.
3. Contribute to the economic development plan and promote arts and
culture/tourism in that effort.
4. Advocate for development of satellite kiosks in busking locations to advertise arts
and cultural events through the webpage in White Rock. This is also an opportunity
to pursue sponsorship.
5. Explore a larger emphasis on inter-generational and family based programming in
arts and culture and use arts and culture to make the city age friendly.
6. Advocate for changing the perception of the arts as “elite” by having more
community public art and more cultural emphasis on diversity.
7. Use arts and culture as an economic driver in the community, consider the
quadruple bottom line mentioned in this report.
8. Continue to support the busking and other arts programs in the community.
9. Explore community partnerships (e.g. Kwantlen University) that would support a
multi-use arts and culture facility in the community.
10. Continue integrating arts into the fabric of the community through inter-committee
exchanges and information sharing.
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SEMIAHMOO ARTS
Suggested actions for Semiahmoo Arts:
1. Supports arts initiatives deemed to be beneficial to the community by continuing to:
•

Stimulate interest in the arts for all ages and genres of arts/culture including multigenerational activities.

•

Advocate for the perspective that arts and culture are not elitist, but in fact belong to
everyone.

•

Ensure arts and culture is sustainable, resilient and innovative.

2. Maintains and coordinates the Arts and Culture database, and explores opportunities for
future expansion.
3. Act as an umbrella organization, host, key partner and contributor at a collaborative
community table focused on arts and culture (initially focused on service providers from various
community groups). Potentially, with the agreement of the group, Semiahmoo Arts could act as
a liaison to the City of White Rock as well.
4. This collaborative community group would initially require a paid facilitator to assist in
establishing a separate, informal structure. The purpose of the group would be to:
•

Coordinate a united approach and voice for arts and culture in the community

•

Advocate for the arts/culture for all groups on the Peninsula

•

Pool resources to pursue grant opportunities

•

Explore new opportunities for growth and development of private
partnerships/sponsorship

•

Work towards the development of a shared mixed-use arts facility in the community

•

Explore partnering/funding with The Cities of White Rock and Surrey to provide some of
the infrastructure support.

5. Upkeep and coordination of the Arts and Culture database with potential opportunities for
expansion (given funding or sponsorship) that could include:
•

Event/concert calendars
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•

Electronic posters

•

Opportunity for patrons to offer feedback and comments for artists

•

Opportunities for artists to feature their work electronically and have dedicated
URL’s if they do not have a current website.
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APPENDIX A: CITY SUPPORT FOR ARTS AND CULTURE
This document was provided to all interviewees to describe the role that the City of White Rock
plays regarding arts and culture.
City Support for Arts & Culture
Updated: Feb 16, 2011
White Rock Leisure Services:
Leisure Services co-ordinates and leads efforts to improve and enhance the social, recreation,
economic and cultural health of our community. The goals of White Rock Leisure Services are:
•To foster a sense of community identity, pride, spirit and culture; and
•To foster better citizens - socially, physically and emotionally.
Leisure Services meets these goals through the provision of recreation programs, community
development services, and community special events.
Arts and Culture Facilities – the City funds five venues that support arts and culture services
including:
• Centennial Park Leisure Centre and Arena
• Kent Street Activity Centre
• White Rock Library
• White Rock Museum & Archives
• White Rock Community Centre

City Support for Arts and Culture
The City provides leadership and support to initiatives related to Arts and Culture including the
following programs and projects:
•
•
•
•

Arts, crafts and music programs for all ages
Art show; At White Rock Community Centre in collaboration with Semiahmoo Arts
Painter’s Square
Busking Program
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•

Public Art in the community

Film and Events include coordinating and permitting of events and filming on public space. Film
production companies frequently used local crews and locations throughout the City annually.
The City of White Rock has a variety of unique filming locations including our waterfront and
pier, our historic train station and our city parks. The City has played host to a variety of
productions including movies, commercials and television.
The City of White Rock's objective is to help facilitate the motion picture film industry in its
production endeavours by providing a centralized and efficient procedure for obtaining City
Authorization necessary for filming-on-location in White Rock.
The City of White Rock provides filming-on-location services and co-ordination through the
City’s Operations Department. Contact operations@city.whiterock.bc.ca for filming permit
guidelines.
Special Events –The City of White Rock receives a $1400.00 heritage grant for doing a Canada
Day celebration at the waterfront each year on July 1st.
Tour de White Rock - This historical cycling race is a gruelling 130 km test of endurance and
strength as cyclists tackle the steep seaside hills of the City of White Rock and includes
entertainment. The City of White Rock helps sponsors this event.
City Support and Management - The City supports and manages outdoor festivals and
celebrations held within the city. Over 30 events are assisted annually through in kind city
services support. Events run by not-for-profits are free to the public and are provided with a
basic level of city services. Here are some examples of services and supports the City of White
Rock can provide to the event organizers:
• Facility space
• Rental of a parking lot
• Clean up and garbage removal
• Rental of City owned assets (i.e. stage, tents, sound systems)
• Equipment loan
• Neighbourhood notification for City sponsored events
• Administrative support and event expertise
• Marketing and promotional support on website/City News/Leisure Guide
• Row Traffic Management
• Right of Way Permits
Sponsorship Agreements (both in kind and cash support)
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The City Services 2009 budget for support for events, festivals and celebrations was
$148,675.00 including the Grant and Aid program and the Special Events application process.
Grant and Aid Program – Grant and Aid program is often used to cover insurance for non-profit
organizations with up to $30,000 annually. There are 20 grant recipients per year based on
Council Committee decisions.
Special Event Applications – Each fall, new special event applications are accepted, reviewed
and offered by the City of White Rock.
Public Markets – The City supports markets that add colour and flavour to White Rock
attracting residents and visitors, and provide an opportunity for artists to sell their art. The
White Rock Farmer’s Market operates between May and October each year.
Public Art Policy and Projects – The City of White Rock considers annual funding for community
arts projects. In the annual capital planning process, 1.25 % of large capital cost projects will be
considered for City public art projects.
Cultural Capital Projects – The Hole in the Sky Project was operational between 2006 and 2007.
This project Oversaw the installation of “Hole in the Sky,” a new public art piece on the corner
of Oxford Street and North Bluff. Miramar Public Art Amphitheatre is currently in the planning
stages.
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APPENDIX B: ANALYSIS OF COMMUNITY USAGE POLICY
Through the course of these interviews there were numerous suggestions that the City of White
Rock could make its access to public facilities policy more “user friendly” and affordable to
residents. This section details the White Rock Facility Usage Policy and compares it to two
nearby municipalities; The City of Langley and The City of Surrey.
The City of Langley stipulates that Liability Insurance is required for each contract and is based
on frequency of rental & number of participants. Extra charges apply to larger groups and those
wishing to serve alcohol. The City of Surrey provides an additional rider on their liability
insurance that allows groups to purchase liability insurance for a dramatically reduced fee. Both
Langley and Surrey offer subsidized rates to non-profit and community groups.
All facilities in these municipalities charge a damage deposit of $100.00-$400.00 except White
Rock which has damage deposit fees that range from $200.00 -$2500.00. From a community
users perspective this would appear to be a large barrier and perhaps this could be done on a
sliding scale depending upon the type of usage and group using the facility. Comparatively,
White Rock also has the highest upper end rental rates within the three municipalities. The
writers suggest a more substantive review be undertaken to look at a broader cross section of
municipalities and suggest The City of White Rock develops more user friendly rates and
processes for community groups.
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COMPARATIVE TABLE:

Municipality

Rental Rates

Refundable Damage
Deposit

Liability
Insurance Rates

Other

City of Langley

$7.00-$87.00/hour
Depending on room
capacity

$400.00

SOCAN Fee
$20.56-$59.10

White Rock

$20.00 $199.00/hour
Depending on room
capacity.

Major Events $2500.00

$10.00-37.50/hour
based on rental
frequency and
number of
participants
At cost to party

$25-$200.00
Non-profit groups
and community
groups are
subsidized.

SOCAN Fee
$43.60 - $62.72
(includes hst) per
day
Initial payment of
$100 due at
booking.
No booking past
2:00 am on
weekends or
midnight on
Sunday.
Facility Attendant
$20.00 per hour +
hst

Receptions/Weddings
$1000.00

SOCAN Fee
Music & Dance
$66.27
Music Only $33.11
Facility Attendant
$23.50/hour.
No bookings after
11 pm except at
White Rock Leisure
Centre after 1 am
and Centennial
Park Leisure
Centre.

Meetings
$200.00
Kitchen Rentals $500.00
Surrey

$8.34-79.22/hour
depending upon
room capacity and
subsidy.

$400.00
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